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Ian’s Art to be Shown 
in Nine Elms

 ● By Hannah Redfearn, Community Support Worker, London

London Memeber Ian Wornast 
is an artist who has lived in the 
Nine Elms area for most of his 
life. He has been drawing since 
2009 and likes to draw the 
trains and stations in his local 
area, with lots of colours and 
patterns, showing how much the 
area has changed.

Ian said “I couldn’t believe I had 
got it and I am looking forward to 
starting my pieces. I have received 
lots of support from my studio and 
my friends and family”.

Ian has 
been chosen 
to be one 
of seven 
artists as 

part of the Nine Elms spring 
arts programme, based on 
the theme ‘movement and 
metamorphosis’.

Each piece will be funded by 
the council and should be 
shown in the Nine Elms and 
Battersea area during the 
summer.

The Member 
Voice Group
The Member Voice Group is a 
new group for Members. 

At the moment we are just 
getting to know each other 
but we hope that Members will 
share information from KeyRing 
with Members in their area and 
bring information and stories 
back to the group. We also want 
to encourage Members to share 
their own stories.

The group will be able to decide 
how things work and what is 
important to them.

Get more info

If you are interested you can 
let your support worker know 
or contact Sarah Hatch at  
sarah.hatch@keyring.org  
or on 07507 786 018.

Ian with some of his work
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News from Chain Reaction
 ● BY LEIGH BURNARDE

The Chain Reaction project aims to combat isolation by supporting 
people over 55 in the East End of Newcastle. Our groups are 
inclusive and we aim to give our members a place to meet others 
and to have the chance of taking up activities we can promote. 

We have something on every 
weekday. The groups are organic 
– the members take the lead, 
and decide what they want to 
do and where they want to go. 
Friendships evolve and people 
meet outside the group.

It’s not just about having a good 
time! We can also support people 
with issues they have and we 
notice if someone is struggling.

Our Monday group meets at the 
East End Community Centre. 
People can play pool and 
dominoes and listen to music. 
The group decides what they 
want to do.

We’ve done a trip to 
Northumberland and we are 
having a trip to Morpeth.

On Tuesdays we join up with 
KeyRing network Members from 
Newcastle and Gateshead.

We have a walking group on 
Thursdays. It started during 
lockdown, once we were allowed 
to meet outdoors, but switched 
to an indoor group when we were 
allowed. Now we are doing both. 
On our first walk we stuck to 
Newcastle but next time we are 
going on a walk from Tynemouth 
to Whitley Bay. We stopped for 
lunch, and for a drink.

We judge our success by how 
many people come to the groups, 
if they come back and who 
they bring. We get referrals 
but people also find out about 
us through word of mouth and 
come along with a friend. All 
welcome!

We work with other agencies as 
well, like housing associations 
and the YMCA. We use their 
minibus for our trips. Our worker 
Tim can drive it because he’s a 
volunteer with them too. For our 
Jubilee event we joined up with 
our local mother and baby group 
(see page 9)

“I feel a lot better when I leave at 
the end of the day” 
– Bob, Wednesday Group

“Everyone is friendly and I always 
have a good time” 
– Kathy, Wednesday Group

The Monday Group in Northumberland

Some of the walking group with Leigh
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Our Last Monday of the 
Month Walking Group

 ● BY RHEA HEFFORD, CLV, AND STAPLE HILL MEMBERS

Warmley Railway Walk
We have set up a monthly walking group for our Staple Hill Members. 
We have decided to get together and go for a walk on the last 
Monday of every month throughout the summer.

For our first walk we took a bus 
to Kingswood and then another 
to Station Road. We got off 
and walked to Warmley Station 
Railway Café. Heather told us 
that this had been an old railway 
station for the Old Midland 
Bristol-Bath line. The railway went 
out of service for passengers in 
1966, and for freight in 1970. 
Some of our Members remember 
watching the trains go under the 
bridge on Thicket Road!

We had a drink and something 
to eat at the café. They had a 
Doctor Who Tardis phone box 
in the garden. Andrew went to 
investigate and discovered a toilet-

not quite as exciting as another 
dimension, but he was pleased 
nonetheless!

After we had finished our cream 
teas, ice creams, cakes and coffees 
we decided we were ready to walk 
back to Staple Hill along the cycle 
path. The weather stayed really 
nice and warm and the walk took 
about an hour.

Chris said the walk was fantastic! 
As we were on the cycle path, 
Chris walked in front of the group 
and kept an eye out for cyclists…
there lots of them about so we 
had to stick to one side of the 
path. There were also joggers and 
dog walkers.

Mark and Dave discovered the 
sign next to the old Mangotsfield 
Junction station, giving a history 
of the railway path and local area. 
Dave told us that Mangotsfield 
got its name from the Anglo-
Saxon warrior who led the force 
that defeated the resident Britons 
on Rodway Hill (now Rodway 
Common).

Mark really enjoyed learning 
more about the history of the 
area. He is very drawn to black 
and white photographs of Staple 
Hill and surrounding areas. Mark 
told me that the actor in Dad’s 
Army, Arnold Ridley who played 
Godfrey, was inspired to write 
the Ghost Train after being at 
Mangotsfield station, as a result 
of the acoustics and strange 
visions he had there…!

Members would like to open 
up future walks to anyone from 
other areas who may wish to 
join us. The more the merrier!
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Patricia’s Potato Pie
What you need:

 Potatoes 

 Grated cheese

 Onions

 Butter or milk for mashing

What you do:
1. Boil the potatoes 

and onion in a pan 
until soft.

2. Once soft, mash 
with butter and 
milk.

3. Mix in cheese to 
the potatoes (as 
much as you like)

4. Add extra cheese 
to the top 

5. Put in an oven dish 
like the one in the 
photo

6. Put in the oven 
at 220°C (200°C 
fan) for about 
25 minutes until 
piping hot! 

7. Serve and enjoy!

TOP TIP: Use the back of a fork to flatten it 
down and make a pattern on the top.

Cooking in Barton Hill
 ● BY CHARLIE LAMMAR

We had been to 
cooking groups at the 
Wellspring Surgery 
before the person 
running them retired. 
It was something I 
still wanted to do 
and lots of other 
Members did too. 
Anna, our CLV, said 
we might be able 
to rent a room at 
Wellspring ourselves. 

Anna does the 
organising and I look 
for recipes. We work out 
the ingredients we need, 
then one person goes 
shopping with Anna 
to get them and each 
person reimburses them.

I had an idea for 
creating menus from 
different parts of the 
world. I looked for 
Ukrainian recipes but 
they take a long time 
to make, so I looked for 
food that was healthy 
and could be cooked in 
a timely fashion.

The first dish we made 
was a really tasty sweet 
potato, chicken and 
broccoli bake. That 
took about an hour. 
We’ve also done vegan 
shepherds pie.

Next is miso steak and 
pepper stir fry. We 
meet once a month. I 
really enjoy cooking 
healthy recipes with the 
group. It’s interesting to 
see what other people 
come up with and what 
they like.

Dishing up at the cooking group

Patricia Vaughan, a Member 
in Sandwell, has been having 
cooking sessions. This is her 
first session making cheese 
and potato pie. She wanted to 
share the recipe.

Everyone can cook!
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Getting Going in Harlech
 ● BY ZENA JONES

Zena is a Member in Wales. She took part in the Getting 
Going in Hospitality course.

We travelled by minibus from 
Flintshire in North Wales to work 
in Byrdir House in Harlech for a 
full 4-day course, called Getting 
Going in Hospitality.

I really enjoyed my time away 
and although it was hard work, 
I managed it. I went to other 
cafes to see how they provided 
hospitality and we had a talk there 
too. I love meeting new people so 
found this was a great experience 
for me.

There is much more to the 
hospitality business then I had 
thought. Someone had said we 
would be making beds and taking 
orders, but it was more difficult as 
you were in the kitchen, cooking 

breakfast, then you had to take 
the orders. We were split into 
two groups so one group cooked 
breakfast one morning and then 
the other group did it the next day 
for you.

We had to service the rooms 
making sure they had the little 
bottles of shampoos etc and add 
clean towels every day. The beds 
were made every day and rooms 
cleaned too. Everyone was able to 
take part and do their fair share. 

We had our designated rooms to 
complete and the owner checked 
to make sure we had completed 
everything. Any spills had to be 
cleaned up straight away. We were 
taught that if anything happened 
in the kitchen such as breaking a 
glass or something we didn’t take 
that out to the customer, we just 
smiled and pretended everything 
was okay. 

Tracy and Adam, who run Byrdir 
House, were very kind to us and 
if we made a mistake they just 
said never mind and don’t worry. 
Nothing was too much for them 
and if you asked them again they 
never got grumpy with us.

There were three sections of the 
course and they made sure we 
understood what we had to do. 
They took as long as we needed 
to complete this and we all 
completed one bit before moving 
to the next. I never felt rushed. 
We had to do things on time but 
if there was any problems we 
didn’t have to panic. We would 
just get things done in our time. I 
would do it again as I wouldn’t be 
worried next time because it was 
really great. If anyone is thinking 
about completing this training I 
would recommend it.

We all achieved the required level 
to pass a level 2 on-line food 
hygiene test.

The next Getting Going course 
will run from 21-26 November. 
If you are interested you can 
phone Tracy Hammond on  
07957 477 020.

Zena with her certificates

Members on the course also had time to 
see the sights!
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Darlington
Everyone in Darlington says a big 
thank you to their Community 
Living Volunteer Richard, who has 
retired after a fantastic 14 years! 
They said goodbye to him at their 
hub in June.

They also celebrated current 
volunteers at their Volunteer Day.

Sandwell
Dee in Sandwell is very proud of 
this model of the Titanic that she 
made herself!

A big thank you
Anthony, the CLV in Sandwell, 
wanted to say a big thank you 
to his manager Lucy for all the 
support she has given him and the 
Members.

Flintshire
The Flintshire Community 
Support Initiative planned a night 
out bowling. Getting out and 
meeting new people was a great 
achievement for some members 
and everyone had a great time.

Grimsby
Jack in Grimsby 
celebrated his 
new voluntary 
role at In The 
Playhouse Doggy 
Daycare with a 
slice of cake!

Grimsby Members Dan and 
Nick became friends through 
KeyRing and they recently took a 
drive together to the restaurant 
overlooking the Humber Bridge for 
a bite to eat together. 

Grimsby Members Paul, Jack and 
Michael had a trip to the boating 
lake together in the sunshine and 
had a great time sipping coffee 
and eating donuts.

Your photos and messages
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Paul recently 
cooked his 
first ever home 
cooked meal 
from scratch 
and he did 
a fantastic 
job, it smelled 

beautiful - chilli con carne! Paul 
plans to cook a curry next and 
invite his Dad for tea.

Congratulations
Congratulations to Nick Hewson 
from the Grimsby network who 
just bagged his first paid job as an 
Activities Team member at Thorpe 
Park, Haven Holidays.

Oldham
Congratulations

Congratulations to the latest group 
to complete the Life Skills course 
in Oldham! They had a final 
celebration where they received 
their certificates and goodie bags 
and shared encouragement with 
one another as well as reflecting 
on the course as a whole.

They learned how to grow chillies 
for the ‘Learn a new skill’ part of 
the 5 Ways to Wellbeing.

Kelly and Peter in Oldham 
would like to show off their little 
man. Jack was born back in 
December and both mum and dad 
are loving being parents.

Micheal visited 
the Jungle Zoo in 
Cleethorpes with 
his Community 
Support 
Worker Lucy. 
His favourite 
animal was a 
white Cockatoo 
who had a little 
conversation 
with him that 
made his day.

Bexley
Samuel in Bexley has been out 
bowling with his network – he 
won!

Zoe’s walks
“I got a new doll and a pink pram 
for my 30th birthday in the first 
lockdown. To begin with I walked 
round the block pushing my pram 
with my support worker Emily. 
When rules allowed I enjoyed 
meeting up with my boyfriend 
Robert and Emily  for a walk in 
Bostall Woods”
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I started with KeyRing three 
years ago and was given the 
opportunity to paint encouraged 
by Dezzy Cairnes, our KeyRing 
artist.

Previously I had spent one year in 
intensive care, one year in rehab 
and a further 18 months in either 
a nursing home or a specialist 
neurological centre. In total I had 
been away from my home and my 
family for three and a half years, 
recovering from illness. 

When I finally got home I needed 
a hobby to fill my days – but 
what? What could I do!!

I am wheelchair bound and need 
help with even the most basic of 
tasks. I needed to find something 
I could do. I can’t even feed 
myself so the choice of activities is 
extremely limited.

KeyRing holds classes at my local 
church hall which is at the end of 
my street, so very handy for me. 
I thought I’d use my time at the 
group to attempt to paint. 

At first it was tricky as I was 
unable to hold a paintbrush. My 
only option was to finger paint. 
The style I tried to adopt was that 
of the Impressionist Monet but 
after a while I became dissatisfied 
with the lack of detail. I decided 
to fasten a paintbrush to my 
finger with masking tape to 
enable me to use a brush. 

Ken’s Art Group
 ● BY KENNETH LONGSTAFF

I had better success with this 
method but I controlled the 
brush with my shoulder which 
isn’t ideal when making small 
movements. Two and a half 
years later and I am now able to 
wedge a paintbrush in between 
my thumb and index finger. By 
placing my elbow on the table I 
can maintain some stability and 
my art has now come on in leaps 
and bounds.

After lockdown I realised the 
benefits of art for mental health, 
but realised KeyRing was full to 
capacity. I was fortunate to be 
offered a place in our Darlington 
Town Centre for a peppercorn rent 
and started an art wellbeing group. 

I have two regular volunteer 
artists, Anne and Jeana, who 
help make this work. We meet 
every Tuesday and now have 
six regular members. It is very 
satisfying to teach these people 
and they enjoy it so much.

Art group member Mavis

Ken at the art group

Members of the art group
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Celebrating the Jubilee
In June Members across the country celebrated the Queen’s Jubilee.

CHAIN REACTION had funding from the Elders 
Council and joined up with the local mother and 
baby group. The local YMCA helped with the 
catering. 
THE CHADDERTON HUB in Oldham had support 
from FCHO Housing, Asda, OPAG and the Wifi 
Northwest Project. Over 50 people came.

Chain Reaction

Chain Reaction

Darlington Hub

Oldham Jubilee Hub

Oldham Jubilee Hub

Sandwell Hub

Sandwell Hub
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Oldham Pride
Members from across 
Oldham had a fantastic day 
at Oldham Pride. They even 
got to walk in the parade!

News from Oldham
 ● BY DEBBIE VICKERS, Community Enabler, Oldham

Lee’s Long Lost Brother
Lee is one of 5 siblings. He lost touch with his family many years 
ago and had no idea how to get back in touch. Over the years, 
attempts have been made to reunite the family, but for one 
reason or another, this was not possible.

A couple of weeks ago, KeyRing 
staff saw Lee’s brother in 
Oldham town centre, being 
supported by his care staff. The 
care staff knew KeyRing staff 
and so approached to organise 
reuniting Lee with John, his 
older brother.

Lee’s Community Living Volunteer 
made arrangements with John’s 
staff for John to visit Lee at The 
Boathouse, in Alexandra Park, 
where Lee volunteers.

Lee was really nervous, but 
excited. He had a huge smile 

every time someone mentioned 
John coming to visit. Lee was 
supported on the day to meet 
with John. They had dinner 
together and had a good catch 
up. It was almost as if they had 
never been apart.

KeyRing then invited John and 
his care staff to visit our hubs 
where they could build more on 
their relationship. This led to 
them visiting our Chadderton 
hub where both Lee and John 
enjoyed a range of activities 
and socialising with our other 
Members.

Lee (right) with his brother John
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The Social Care Future Conference
 ● By Dominika Durkiewicz, Community Support Worker, Oldham

Social Care Future is a movement that has a goal of bringing 
positive change to what we know as social care. To pursue this goal, 
Social Care Future brings professionals, families, support workers, 
organisations and community groups together to draw conclusions 
on how to make social care better. 

Peter, a Member I support in 
Oldham, and I attended the 
Social Care Future Conference 
in Manchester in late June. 
Supporting groups and networks 
gathered to share ideas and come 
together to learn about different 
ways of coping with life struggles.

We met some nice and inspiring 
people and in particular one 

gentleman who told Peter that 
he is an inspiration after learning 
about Peter’s life and progress he 
has made.

Peter felt like he was a part of 
something important and felt 
positive. I found that some ideas 
could be used to spread positivity 
and further awareness in social 
care.

Jetesa’s Citizenship
 ● By Rhiannon Copeland, Community Support Worker, London

Jetesa is a Member in Lewisham. 
She arrived in the UK in the late 
90s as a Kosovan refugee. She 
had indefinite leave to remain 
granted but always wanted British 
citizenship. One of the first things 
she said to me when I first met her 
was ‘I want a British passport’.

Unfortunately, financially it 
just wasn’t possible. It costs 
about £1,330 and Jetesa often 
experienced financial abuse. 
Jetesa also didn’t have any ID or 
a bank account.

As part of her support I worked 
with Jetesa to help her claim the 
PIP she was entitled to. A back 
payment from this was enough to 
cover the assessment fee so Jetesa 
could start the process.

We needed to get her registered 
with a GP, who could complete 
the English language test 
exemption form Jetesa needed. 
We also had to find her two 
referees who had known her for 
more than three years.

After a year of being patient 
and determined she was finally 
granted British citizenship!

Jetesa’s ceremony was held in 
Lewisham in April. She was able 
to have a private ceremony so 
that she could have the time 
and support she needed to read 
the Allegiance to the Crown 
statement. It went really well 
and Jetesa is very happy.

Dominika and Peter joined the Public 
Living Room organised by Camerados at 
the conference

Jetesa at her ceremony
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News from the Trustees
Jo Land, the current 
chair of the trustees, will 
stand down in November 
because she has come to 
the end of her time as a 
trustee. 

Nick Grinham, who is 
already a  trustee, will 
become the new chair of 
the board.Jo Land Nick Grinham, the new chair

New trustee wanted
We are looking for a new 
trustee with lived experience 
of getting support. If you are 
interested please let your support 
worker know or email Karyn at 
karyn.kirkpatrick@keyring.org.

Winter Planning
KeyRing are doing lots of planning 
for the Winter around Covid and 
to make sure there will be staff 
available to support Members if 
there is a rise in cases again. We 
are looking at having a plan in 
place in each area to make sure 
you are all supported.

Safeguarding
The board also had a 
presentation from Michelle Lloyd 
(Practice Development Lead) 
about KeyRing’s approach to 
safeguarding. 

They received a detailed report 
and asked lots of questions. They 
were happy that KeyRing gives 
safeguarding the attention and 
focus that it needs and works with 
Members to keep them safe.

Save and invest
The trustees have 
been looking at the 
savings KeyRing 
has and considering 

how to invest it to best support 
the work of KeyRing. Some of 
KeyRing's savings have been 
placed into investments accounts 
with the bank and some will 
be used to support KeyRing’s 
development in areas such as 
Central Support, Learning and 
Development and Business 
Development. The aim is to grow 
KeyRing so we can support more 
and more people.
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The next edition and get in touch...

68 
We're not sure what 
will happen with the 
next edition. We hope 

we will be able to get out and meet 
with people again soon.  

We will share the information when 
we know what is happening.

That's all for this time! If you have 
anything you would like to see in 

the paper or on our social media 
pages please send it to: Sarah Hatch 
at sarah.hatch@keyring.org. 
For an audio version of the  
paper phone 020 3119 0960.


